Produce creative
content with ease
Technology has changed how people produce and share creative work. And no publisher,
producer, editor, or filmmaker is immune to it. Dropbox Business helps media companies easily
create and share their best work—from production to marketing.

Bring your vision to life

Stay focused

Create better, together

Save money

Connect staff, freelancers, vendors,
and agencies with a single tool.

Say goodbye to expensive hard drives
and physical storage costs.

No limits to your creativity

Save time

Even when you are on the go

Save effort

Use any device to create, view, and
work on content in any format—from
GIFs to videos to text files—whenever
inspiration strikes or deadlines loom.

Make that last minute edit using the
Dropbox mobile app—whether you’re
in the office, on the road, or at lunch.

Say hello to faster production
workflows. Preview videos instantly
and provide real-time feedback and
approvals.

Cut down the number of reshoots with
faster feedback loops. Collaborate in
real time, whether in the office, on set,
or on tour.

Safeguard and share
your work
Protect creative work

Protect your most valuable content
with enterprise-grade security.
Manage shared files and folders with
contractors and view comprehensive
audit logs and permissions in one
place.
Share your work with the world

Distribute content to audiences near
and far in just one click.

Use your favorite tools

Keep creative energy flowing by
plugging into the existing workflows
of your team’s most popular tools:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adobe
Final Draft
Frame.io
Getty Images
Marvel
Vimeo

“With its ease of deployment and quick
adoption across the enterprise, Dropbox
is proving to be just the collaboration
enabler that our business units have
needed for some time.”
Mike Lacy, CIO, Meredith

Discover what the 75% of Fortune 500 media companies using Dropbox already know. Technology may be a disruptor, but it doesn’t
have to be disruptive. Creative works are born in the hearts of creative people. Dropbox Business helps media companies share those
works with the world, faster. To learn more about how Dropbox helps creative professionals and media companies worldwide, visit
dropbox.com/business/solutions/media or talk to our team.

